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Abstract 

In July 2021, the European Commission released its proposal for a Carbon Border 

Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) that will function as a carbon tariff on EU imports of steel, 

iron, cement, aluminum, fertilizers, and electricity. This literature review offers an overview 

of the proposed CBAM, examines the challenges that such a system faces and discusses how 

the proposal has tried to address them. The main challenges are administrative complexity, 

legal concerns, and the risk for negative international. The CBAM addresses these with 

design choices but there still remains concerns over the exclusion of a rebate, the damages to 

developing countries and the reaction of trade partners. The paper also explains the policy 

context by providing an overview of the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) and by 

discussing how the CBAM addresses carbon leakage and the environmental bias in trade 

policy. 
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Abbreviations 
 

BCA – border carbon adjustment 

 

CBAM – Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (the specific policy proposed 

by the European Commission) 

 

CGE – computable general equilibrium 

 

CI – carbon intensity 
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GHG – greenhouse gas 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the presence of the climate emergency, the European Union has set some of the most 

ambitious emissions targets in the world: to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% 

by 2030 compared to the 1990 levels and to become climate neutral by 2050 (European 

Commission, 2021). These goals are backed with a package of proposed policies and policy 

revisions created by the European Commission (from now on, simply the Commission) called 

the “Fit for 55” (European Commission, 2021). Part of this package is the Carbon Border 

Adjustment System (CBAM), which is the topic of this paper. 

 

The spearhead of the EU climate action is the European Union emissions trading system (EU 

ETS), a classic cap-and-trade policy which sets a cap for emissions from the industrial 

emitters included in the system and allows the trading of emission allowances needed for 

emitting. This quantity-based carbon pricing system aims to make industries internalize the 

social cost of their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and to lower industry emissions by a 

steady rate. (European Commission, 2015) 

 

Uniform global carbon pricing is the most efficient policy to limit the global carbon 

emissions (Stern and Stiglitz, 2017), but the EU ETS establishes it only regionally. This 

unilateral policy combined with the persisting heterogenous levels of climate policies and 

carbon prices around the world creates the risk for carbon leakage. It’s a phenomenon where 

the emission reductions from policies are partly or wholly offset by increased emissions in 

areas of more relaxed regulation due to relocated or otherwise increased production there. It 

can not only dilute the emission reductions but also make the climate policies more 

economically and politically costly to implement. 

 

So far, the risk has been addressed by free allocation of emissions allowances and other ways 

of compensating the negative effects of the EU ETS. Thanks to these policies and the 

historically low levels of emissions allowance prices the levels of carbon leakage have been 

very low (European Commission, 2021). However, there is a lot of uncertainty over the 

future carbon leakage risks as there is no certainty over the direction of ETS allowance prices 

or the gap between the climate action of different areas. 
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This is where the aforementioned CBAM comes in to address the risk of carbon leakage and 

to enable the EU’s growing climate ambitions. The Commission released the proposal in July 

of 2021 for the CBAM that will aim to level the playing field between EU and non-EU 

producers by forcing EU-importers to buy carbon certificates to offset the unpaid carbon 

price in the production country. This effectively extends the carbon prices to the producers of 

EU-imports. If the producer has already paid an equivalent carbon price, the importer will be 

reimbursed for the certificate costs. The mechanism will initially apply to only a small 

number of emissions-intensive and trade-exposed (EITE) industries that are at high risk of 

carbon leakage. (European Commission, 2021). 

 

The discussion over the CBAM is not only important for EU but for global climate policy. It 

is a bold paradigm shift to unilateral policy that also affects others and extends carbon pricing 

beyond the borders of the system. So far, the only BCA in place is in California for the 

imports of electricity (Pauer, 2018), which makes the CBAM an especially useful test to the 

applicability and effectiveness of a wider border carbon adjustment (BCA)1 system. This all 

makes understanding its challenges and how the Commission has attempted to address them 

important. 

 

This thesis offers an overview of the Commission’s proposal for a carbon border adjustment 

mechanism and how it is meant to combat carbon leakage. It will also examine the 

administrative, legal, and political challenges facing the CBAM as discussed in BCA 

literature and how the proposal addresses them. As the Commission’s proposal is very new, 

most of this literature predates it and some of the issues in the literature can have been 

addressed by the Commission. 

 

To set the scene for the CBAM I will provide an overview over the current state of the EU 

ETS and carbon leakage. I will also present the general theory behind carbon leakage and its 

different channels to understand how the risk is born. Empirically there is no consensus over 

the risk level of carbon leakage, which creates a challenge for evaluating the need for and the 

performance of the CBAM and the free allocation system. 

 

 
1 In this paper I will use CBAM when I’m talking about the specific system planned for the EU and BCA when 
I’m talking generally about a border carbon adjustment system. 
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I will also explore the phenomenon of environmental bias in trade policy discovered by 

Shapiro (2021) and how it relates to the question of the CBAM. Simply put, upstream 

products of higher emission-intensities face lower tariffs and non-tariff-barriers (NTBs) than 

cleaner downstream products. This sheds light on how the CBAM can play an important 

environmental role not only by reducing carbon leakage but also by partly addressing this 

environmental bias. 

  

The structure of the rest of the paper is the following. In section 2, I will give an overview of 

the EU ETS. Section 3 discusses carbon leakage, the theory of the different channels, how the 

current free allocation system is meant to address it and the empirical estimation of carbon 

leakage due to the EU ETS. In section 4, I will explore the CBAM, first as a general concept 

and then by looking at the details of the proposal. Section 5 will follow up by showing how 

the CBAM can also combat the environmental bias in trade policy. In section 6, I discuss the 

main challenges of the CBAM and how it addresses them. Section 7 concludes. 

 

2. The European Union Emissions Trading System (ETS) 
 

In this section I will provide an overview of the EU Emissions Trading System. 

The EU ETS is a classic cap-and-trade carbon pricing system, one of the two archetype 

policies for dealing with the climate externality of GHG emissions besides a carbon tax. 

 

A carbon tax sets a specific price on emissions and lets the market figure out how much 

emissions reductions take place, whereas the cap-and-trade does the opposite. It sets a 

specific cap on the amount of emissions and by enabling the trade of the emission allowances 

it lets the market set the price. The benefit of this approach is that there is no uncertainty over 

the amount of emissions. 

 

Because of the climate warming impact of GHG emissions (in addition to the local negative 

effects to health and visibility), emitting these gases in the production of goods creates an 

external cost that is usually not paid by the producer but by the society as a whole. Because 

producers don’t have to pay the whole cost of their actions, they choose to emit too much. In 

order for the production to be efficient, the producer has to face the whole social cost 

(external and private cost) by having to pay the carbon price in the form of a carbon tax or the 
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price of an emissions allowance. This way producers will produce only when the private 

benefit is larger than the whole social cost.  

 

Carbon pricing also makes sure that emissions reductions are made where they are the 

cheapest to do. If an installation in a cap-and-trade system can reduce emissions with a price 

lower than the allowance price, it can benefit from doing so, as it can sell the unused 

allowance or not buy the allowance needed for the prevented emissions. If the installation 

doesn’t have economic ways of reducing emissions, it will buy allowances. This ensures that 

emissions reductions are made where they are the cheapest to do. 

 

A universal carbon price in all countries would be the ideal solution, but in the real world 

there are political constraints that make that currently infeasible. Countries are very unequal 

in their current and historical emissions as well as their economic development, which works 

as an argument against climate action in poorer countries. It is also hard to coordinate fair 

climate action when countries have the incentives to free ride and companies can choose to 

move to a country of laxer regulation. 

 

2.1 Overview 
 

The EU ETS was launched in 2005 to be the main policy instrument driving down 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions in industry and electricity and heat production in 

the European Union. A major motivation behind its adoption was to ensure achieving the 

EU’s emissions reduction targets agreed to in the Kyoto Protocol adopted in 1997 (Ellerman 

et al. 2015). 

 

As the term “cap-and-trade” suggests, the EU ETS sets a cap for GHG emissions in the form 

of a finite number of emissions allowances that are needed for producing emissions inside the 

system and allows the trading of those allowances. The cap was set to decline by 1.74% per 

year in the third phase and by 2.2% in the fourth phase. It was initially designed to ensure the 

emissions covered by the ETS to decrease by 21% by 2020 and by 43% by 2030 compared to 

2005 levels. (European Commission, 2020) This level of ambition was recently increased in 

the European Green Deal, where emissions were set to decrease by 55% by 2030 compared to 

1990 levels (European Commission, 2020). 
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The system has completed its three first phases starting in 2005, 2008 and 2013 respectively 

and is currently in its fourth phase that runs from 2021 to 2030. Some notable revisions for 

phase four were the strengthening of the Market Stability Reserve that protects the stability of 

allowance prices against demand or supply shocks and the introduction of the Innovation 

Fund and the Modernisation Fund. Both funds use auction income from the ETS to fund 

investments that support the transition to a low-carbon economy (European Commission, 

2020). Additionally, the “Fit for 55 Package” announced in July 2021, proposed to extend the 

ETS into shipping as well as the adoption of carbon pricing for buildings and road transport 

(European Commission, 2021). 

 

For the first phases of the system the main issue was the very low price level in the allowance 

market that was not seen to offer the necessary incentives for innovation of low-carbon 

technologies. ETS allowance prices were between 5 and 10 euros from 2008 to 2018, which 

has been explained by the reduced demand during the recession following the financial crisis 

(Ellerman et al. 2016) and the downward effect of overlapping policies such as renewable 

energy targets (Böhringer and Rosendahl 2010). After 2018, the prices have increased 

significantly (see Figure 1). 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Clearing prices for EU ETS auctions from 2013 to 30 June 2020 (European 
Commission, 2020) 
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2.2 Coverage 
 

The EU ETS currently covers 31 countries, including all the members of the EU and three 

EFTA-countries: Switzerland, Norway, and Lichtenstein. By its coverage, it was the world’s 

largest cap-and-trade system before the launch of China’s carbon market earlier in 2021 

(Nogrady, 2021). The system covers CO2 emissions as well as N2O and PFC emissions from 

certain sectors. Altogether about 38% of the EU’s GHG emissions are covered (European 

Commission, 2015). 

 

In the beginning of phase 3 the EU ETS covered over 11 000 installations including power 

plants and other combustion plants, energy intensive industries – for example oil refineries, 

cement, steel, aluminum, glass, and paper – aviation (flights inside the EEA) and CO2 

capture, transport and geological storage (European Commission, 2015). 

 

In some sectors installations below set thresholds of emissions or capacity are not included. 

Member countries can also exclude small installations in order to simplify administration, on 

the condition that they are subject to at least equivalent measures. Additional sectors and 

installations may also be included voluntarily by member countries. (European Commission, 

2015) 

 

2.3 Allowance allocation 
 

Emission allowances are allocated to installations by free allocation or by auctioning. In the 

beginning, most allowances were given free to installations based on historical emissions, 

also called grandfathering (European Commission, 2015). This was criticized for rewarding 

bigger polluters and punishing earlier efforts to increase efficiency and decrease emissions 

(Ellerman et al., 2016). As the system has progressed, auctioning has become the main 

allocation method. Free allocations are now mostly targeted to new entrants and to industries 

at high risk of carbon leakage. (European Commission, 2015) 

 

For the industry sectors at risk of carbon leakage the portion of free allowances will stay at 

100%, except for the CBAM sectors that will see their free allowances phased out in 

proportion to the phase-in of the CBAM system (Commission, 2021). The free allowances 
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and other compensations for at-risk sectors are discussed later in the carbon leakage section. 

Other industries will see their free allocation phased out to 0% by the end of the phase in 

2030. Electricity producers don’t receive any free allowances. The number of allowances 

allocated to installations is based on historical levels and a product-specific benchmark, 

which are determined by the 10% most efficient installations in the sector. (European 

Commission, 2015) 

 

3. Carbon leakage 
 

Carbon leakage is the phenomenon of emissions and production moving to countries with 

more relaxed emissions regulations or lower carbon prices (European Commission, 2015). It 

is a principal challenge for the EU ETS, as it can undermine climate policy and even increase 

emissions, if the installations in the other country are less efficient when it comes to 

emissions. As the EU ups its climate action in a world of lesser policy ambition, the carbon 

leakage concern remains an important one for the design of the ETS. 

 

Closely related to carbon leakage are the negative impacts on employment and local economy 

that result from the production transfers. These can also hurt the political feasibility of 

climate action and thus prevent emissions reductions. 

 

First, I present the different forms of carbon leakage. Then, I will discuss the current tools 

inside the ETS to tackle carbon leakage. Finally, I will briefly explore estimations for carbon 

leakage levels in the ETS found in empirical literature.  

 

3.1 Channels 
 

There are two main channels for harmful carbon leakage to occur: the direct channel through 

competitiveness and the indirect through energy prices (Monjon & Quirion, 2011). 

 

The reduced competitiveness of industry under stricter regulation or higher carbon prices can 

lead to relocation of the industry, loss of market share to installations outside of the regulated 

area or in the long term to relocation of investment (Monjon & Quirion, 2011). If we assume 
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that industry outside of the area is more emissions intensive, this reallocation of industry can 

increase aggregate emissions. 

 

The indirect form of leakage happens when the global prices for fossil fuel energy fall due to 

the reduced demand among the more strictly regulated industry (Monjon & Quirion, 2011). 

The lower prices increase the use of fossil fuels outside of the regulated area, which increases 

emissions there. For example, if coal use in the EU decreases when the ETS makes it 

economically unviable, the global prices fall and the demand for coal outside of the EU 

increases. The decreased prices may also make industry in the laxer jurisdictions more energy 

intensive and decrease incentives for innovating cleaner technologies and production 

methods. 

 

There is also a third channel, technological spillover, which causes negative carbon leakage. 

The stricter regulation can incentivize innovations that spill to other areas and decrease 

emissions there (Dechezleprêtre and Sato, 2017). As this form reduces emissions, there is no 

need to prevent it. 

 

Besides leaking carbon, relocation of industry causes reduction of jobs and output from the 

priced zone to the rest of the world. This can also have an emission increasing effect if the 

economic effects make climate policy and ambition less favorable (Droege et al. 2009). 

 

3.2 Current compensation policies 
 

So far, the ETS has relied on free allowances and financial compensation to tackle the issues 

regarding carbon leakage and domestic competitiveness. These measures are targeted at 

sectors that are deemed at risk by the Commission and compensate for both the direct and 

indirect costs from the ETS. Direct costs are those that are created by the emissions costs of 

the installation itself. Indirect costs come from increased electricity prices, the passed-

through emissions costs from the electricity producers. (European Commission, 2015) 

 

Sectors are placed in a list of carbon leakage risk for direct costs by a quantitative assessment 

that measures the trade intensity (TI) and carbon intensity (CI) of the sector. The CI is 

calculated as the cost increase from the ETS as a portion of Gross Value Added (GVA), and 
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the TI as the combined exports and imports as a portion of the total market size of the sector. 

To be at risk a sector must have either over 30% TI, over 30% CI or at least 5% CI and 10% 

TI. There is also a possibility for an industry not eligible by the quantitative assessment to 

submit arguments for a qualitative assessment into the carbon leakage risk. (European 

Commission, 2015) 

 

For the direct costs at risk sectors receive 100% of their allowances through free allocation, 

up to a product specific benchmark. This benchmark is determined by the emissions levels of 

the top 10% most efficient installations. (European Commission, 2015) 

 

For the highly electricity-intensive sectors to be deemed at carbon leakage risk there is a 

slightly different quantitative assessment where to be eligible the sector must have indirect 

cost increases as a portion of GVA over 5% and TI over 10%. There is also a possibility for a 

qualitative assessment if needed. If deemed at risk from indirect costs, the installations can 

receive financial compensation from the member country that they are located in, at the 

discretion of the country in question. Installations are also compensated for emissions costs 

passed through by ETS covered heat suppliers, though this is done by free allocation. 

(European Commission, 2015) 

 

As stated before, the EU is phasing out free allocation for non-risk sectors and will do so for 

the sectors that the CBAM is going to cover, but for other at risk sectors the free allocations 

will stay at 100%. 

 

In theory, free allocation does offer similar incentives for producers. No matter if they buy 

the allowances or get them for free, they will have similar incentives to make the emissions 

reductions that are cheaper than the value of the allowance. When they do so they can either 

not buy an allowance for those emissions and save money or they can sell the allowance that 

they got for free and turn a profit. 

 

On the other hand, free allocation is widely criticized for other efficiency issues. First of all, 

the free allowances resulted in windfall profits for some European industries (Ellerman et al., 

2016). Second, the existence of free allocation mutes the incentives for the consumer because 

the system limits the pass-through of the carbon costs. As companies get most of their needed 

allocations for free, they do not have to raise their prices accordingly and so the consumers 
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don’t actually face the carbon price. The system also undermines the “polluter pays” -

principle, as the most carbon intensive industries are exempted from paying the costs. 

 

3.3 Empirical estimations 
 

There are different methods for assessing carbon leakage from data in the EU ETS and they 

provide varying results. Generally, ex-post empirical literature hasn’t found evidence of 

carbon leakage in the earlier, lower priced years of the ETS, but that doesn’t mean that there 

wouldn’t be a risk for it in the future (Fallmann et al., 2016). 

 

One method is to do ex-ante simulation with a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model 

that captures the relationships inside the industry and between countries (Carbone and Rivers, 

2017). These models often find carbon leakage to happen if there are no counteracting 

policies such as free allowances. Carbon leakage rates – the portion of emission reductions 

that are offset by increased emissions elsewhere – are estimated between 10% and 30% by 

Böhringer et al. (2018) and between 5% and 25% by Branger and Quirion (2014). 

 

Some studies try to find carbon leakage ex-post, by examining trade flows and embodied 

emissions (European Commission, 2021). These studies often take a narrower look at specific 

industries. For example, Branger et al. (2016) take a look at cement and steel industries in the 

first two phases of the ETS and find no significant evidence of carbon leakage. Naegele and 

Zaklan (2019) take a look at the broader manufacturing sector and the carbon embodied in 

trade flows without finding evidence of carbon leakage in the time frame of 2004 to 2011. 

 

These studies have only really looked at the first phases of the ETS, which doesn’t tell much 

about the third stage or the future. Dechezleprêtre and Sato (2017) point out that in the time 

frame of these studies the carbon differential between the EU and other areas has been very 

low when compared to other cost factors like labor and transportation, which might explain 

why carbon leakage hasn’t occurred. For example, according to Schröder (2016), European 

labor costs are about 10-30 times higher than those in emerging countries. Installations may 

also highly value some other aspects of producing inside the ETS area, such as the incentives 

for green innovation, political stability, and supply of educated labor (Naegele and Zaklan, 

2019). 
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A second factor is that the free allocation policy that works to reduce the risk of carbon 

leakage has been very generous in the beginning of the EU ETS. Martin et al. (2014) creates 

a model for an alternative scheme for compensating leakage risk and shows how compared to 

it the current system has been both inefficient and overly generous to firms.  

 

For the carbon leakage risk, both of these factors – price level and generousness – seem to be 

changing. ETS prices have risen from their early low levels and are estimated to increase 

further due to the reduced cap and the EU expects the carbon differential to widen in the near 

term (Commission, 2021). At the same time there exists motivation for reducing free 

allowance allocation because of its inefficiencies. 

 

The conclusion here is that there is no certainty over the future of carbon leakage risk and 

whether the current system would be successful at preventing it at higher levels of price 

differential between the EU and other markets. CGE models show that the risk exists if it 

isn’t countered by sufficient policies. With higher prices, increasing EU ambition and free 

allocation being phased out it seems that there is room for a new anti-carbon-leakage policy. 

 

4. Border Carbon Adjustment 
 

In this section, I will discuss the general idea of a BCA and the details of the CBAM 

proposal. 

 

4.1 The BCA concept 
 

As stated before, the optimal climate policy would be to have a global uniform carbon price 

or a cap-and-trade policy that covered the whole world. This not being attainable at the 

moment, the second-best solution can consist of unilateral carbon pricing and a BCA that 

prevents carbon leakage and extends incentives to foreign producers (Böhringer et al., 2012). 

 

The basic idea for a border carbon adjustment (BCA) is simple. In its full form it sets some 

form of tariff on imports and a rebate (a refund for the paid carbon price) on exports to level 

the playing field between domestic firms who face a carbon price and foreign firms who 

don’t (Cosbey et al., 2019). When foreign firms export to the regulated market, they are made 
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to pay a price usually equivalent to the carbon price that would have been paid if they were 

produced domestically. When domestic firms export to countries that don’t have equivalent 

carbon pricing, they are compensated for the difference in the paid carbon price between 

them and the foreign producers. These measures ensure that the carbon price doesn’t make 

domestic producers uncompetitive in the domestic or the foreign markets. This reduces the 

risk for carbon leakage by the competitiveness channel, as well as the economic damages 

from it.  

 

The BCA can even create negative carbon leakage, as it effectively extends the carbon price 

to foreign installations producing for the market of the implementing country and can thus 

have emissions reductions outside of the regulated area. A simulation by Böhringer et al. 

(2016) shows how carbon tariffs established in developed countries are enough to incentivize 

non-cooperating non-abating countries to even create emissions reducing policies. 

 

However, blocking the competitiveness channel of carbon leakage depends on a full BCA, a 

system that adjusts the carbon price for both the imports and the exports. As we will see later, 

the CBAM is not a full BCA, because it doesn’t include a rebate system. In such a case, the 

import tariff levels the playing field in the domestic market, but the lack of a rebate means 

that in the foreign markets there is still a difference in the carbon price paid by the regulated 

and non-regulated installations. In a rich industrialized country, the export side of the BCA is 

not as important as the import side, because the country is usually a net importer of 

emissions-intensive goods (Böhringer et al. 2012), but this still means that without a rebate 

system part of the competitiveness carbon leakage risk remains. 

 

Another risk for carbon leakage remains from the BCA not being able to address the energy 

channel of carbon leakage (Cosbey et al., 2019). A reduction in energy prices due to reduced 

demand domestically still increases demand and emissions in other countries. This means that 

even a full BCA wouldn’t be able to completely block carbon leakage. 

 

The potential carbon leakage reductions can be estimated by CGE simulations. An example is 

provided by Böhringer, Balestreri and Rutherford (2012) who build on the models of 12 

expert teams with harmonized assumptions and data. They find that a full BCA can reduce 

carbon leakage by one third from 12% to about 8%. They still suggest that the biggest effect 

of the BCA is on the cost burden of abating emissions, which shifts from the abating country 
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to non-abating ones. This can make unilateral climate action more politically viable 

domestically, but also raises the question of international fairness and creates a risk for trade 

disputes. The model also finds that a BCA is more efficient than an output based free 

allocation system. 

 

An important consideration in BCA design is the price set on the imports. A big portion of 

literature suggest that optimally the tariff should equal the domestic carbon price (Cosbey et 

al., 2012), but a BCA can be forced to make some tradeoffs to respect legal constraints, 

especially with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).  

 

Balistreri et al. (2019) also point out the strategic aspect of the tariff price. An optimal border 

tariff would consider the market power of the regulating country on the different goods 

covered by the system, because a price too high would drive up the consumption of the 

emissions-intensive goods in other countries. Their simulation on energy intensive and trade 

exposed industries shows that the tariff of an optimal but GATT consistent BCA would be 

significantly lower than the domestic carbon price. A tariff equal to the carbon price would 

not only be less efficient but also extract rents from other countries, which would hurt the 

international acceptability of the policy. 

 

A tradeoff exists also in the scope of the industries and goods included in a BCA. It is 

administratively simpler to include only a bunch of simple upstream goods with shorter and 

simpler value chains, although this reduces the effectiveness and carbon leakage protection of 

a BCA (Böhringer et al. 2012). A narrower BCA is also easier to make compatible with WTO 

(World Trade Organization) rules. 

 

4.2 The proposed CBAM 
 

To meet the emissions reductions in the European Climate Law, the Commission proposed a 

“Fit for 55 Package” that includes proposals for new policies and for revising current policy 

instruments in place. The carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM), initially introduced 

as part of the European Green Deal, is part of this package and a key policy instrument meant 

to reinforce the EU ETS and address the risks of carbon leakage and loss of competitiveness. 

(European Commission, 2021) 
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The carbon border adjustment makes sure that the products covered by the system face the 

same carbon price in the EU market no matter where they were produced. Instead of a tax 

structure, EU importers are forced to buy “carbon credits” equivalent to the amount of money 

that would have been paid for emissions allowances inside the EU. The price of the carbon 

credit is determined by the weekly average price of the ETS allowances. Importers have to 

register with national authorities to buy the credits and the credit costs can be deducted to the 

importer, if they prove that a sufficient carbon price was paid in the production country. A 

carbon price paid in the country of origin will be reduced from the amount needed to pay in 

credits. The declarement of emissions and the surrender of an equivalent number of credits 

happens annually. Submitting false information or failing to surrender the CBAM credits will 

lead to financial penalties similar to those in the EU ETS. (European Commission, 2021) 

 

The CBAM certificates will be a great revenue source, estimated to raise 2.1 billion euros in 

2030. The revenues will finance the operation of the system and for other policies, such as the 

recovery instrument NextGenerationEU established to alleviate the pandemic induced 

economic crisis and to help with green and digital transitions (European Commission, 2021). 

 

The policy is meant to start operation in 2026. Before that – from 2023 to 2025 – there will 

be a transition period where importers are required to report the emissions embedded in their 

goods but do not have to pay a price for them. (European Commission, 2021) 

 

The system will initially cover the imports of some of the most carbon intensive sectors: steel 

and iron, cement, aluminum, fertilizers, and electricity. The reasons for the choice of sectors 

were the high carbon leakage risks and the relative ease of administration and emissions 

counting. Imports will only be taxed for the direct emissions that occurred in the production 

of the products. After the transition period, the Commission will evaluate the system and 

consider the addition of more downstream goods and the counting of indirect emissions, for 

example from the generation of electricity used in production. The system covers only the 

imports from non-EU countries that are not part of the EU ETS or another emissions trading 

system that is connected to the EU ETS. (European Commission, 2021) 

 

The CBAM is proposed to eventually become the main policy to combat carbon leakage and 

to eventually replace free allocation for the sectors covered. The free allocation will be 

phased out simultaneously while the CBAM is being phased in, only targeting a portion of 
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emissions equal to the portion of free allowances already phased out. The phase-in period 

will last from 2026 to 2035. (European Commission 2021) 

 

By replacing free allocation, the CBAM addresses some of its inefficiencies mentioned 

before. Cost pass-through makes sure that consumers get the right incentives as domestic and 

foreign products (included in the CBAM) pay the carbon price and aren’t compensated for it. 

Removing free allocation also addresses the risk of windfall profits. This way the CBAM 

increases efficiency in the EU’s climate policy. 

 

However, the proposal doesn’t include exemptions for developing countries that may suffer 

adverse effects from the CBAM. It also doesn’t consider the pricing strategies laid out by 

Balistreri et al. (2019), as it uses the domestic carbon price for the credits. This means that the 

system extracts more rents from the trading partners. 

 

On the other hand, the CBAM also excludes the much talked rebate system that would level 

the carbon pricing of EU and foreign products in the foreign markets, by refunding the paid 

carbon price for exported products. This is perhaps because of the legal and political risks in 

including a rebate (Mehling et al, 2019). The exclusion hurts the competitiveness of 

exporting EU firms. 

 

5. Environmental bias in trade policy 
 

This section presents the concept of environmentally biased trade policy, established by 

Shapiro (2020), and how it connects to the BCA discussion. In the paper, Shapiro shows how 

globally tariffs and non-tariff barriers (NTBs) are consistently lower for dirtier2, upstream 

goods and higher for cleaner downstream goods. This kind of trade policy works as an 

implicit subsidy to dirtier goods at about $85 to $120 per ton of CO2, which is over double 

the optimal carbon tax – if the social cost of carbon is considered at $40 –and to the wrong 

direction. The paper calculates total global subsidies from the trade policy bias to be valued at 

$550 to $800 billion per year, higher than all fossil fuel subsidies in the world. 

 

 
2 Dirtiness is measured in CO2 emitted per $1 of output. 
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In the paper, upstream goods refer to goods that are mostly sold to other industries as inputs 

for more downstream goods. Downstream goods are sold mostly to final customers. As an 

example, steel is an upstream good whereas a car made from that steel is a downstream good. 

 

One explanation for the environmental bias in the paper is that industry may lobby for lower 

trade restrictions for their inputs (upstream goods) and higher ones for their outputs 

(downstream goods), because they want to keep their production costs low and the price of 

their end product high by having higher tariffs on imports of the same product. As consumers 

are not an organized force, they generally don’t defend their interest of having low tariffs on 

the end product. 

 

One could think that the higher tariffs for downstream goods are justified as they also include 

the emissions of their upstream inputs. According to Shapiro, this is not the right approach to 

the phenomenon, as tariffs should look at marginal emissions, not cumulative emissions. 

Downstream goods are not only made of upstream goods but also use a lot of cleaner inputs 

like labor. If the tariffs were reversed to follow the emissions intensities, consumers and 

downstream manufacturers would get more efficient incentives to consume goods and inputs 

in a way that doesn’t favor the dirtier inputs over labor and other cleaner inputs. An example 

in the paper is about steel and aluminum. Steel is more emission-intensive and faces lower 

tariffs than aluminum. This bias gives producers incentives to substitute it over the cleaner 

option, aluminum. 

 

According to Shapiro’s analysis, changing the trade policies to either be the same for all 

goods or in fact reversed – having higher tariffs for dirtier goods – would cause significant 

emissions reductions globally and very little changes to welfare. The first best solution – a 

global uniform carbon price – would work best with no trade policy whatsoever. With the 

second best solution of unilateral action, it is possible to use trade policy in this way to 

increase efficiency and emissions reductions. 

 

The paper has important implications for the CBAM, as taxing dirtier upstream goods is 

exactly what the CBAM attempts to do. The CBAM of course is very restricted in its scope, 

as it only targets a limited number of industries and doesn’t equate to a trade policy where 

tariffs and NTBs match the carbon content of all imports, but it is a way to reduce some of 
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the bias by reducing the implicit subsidies to the most emissions intensive goods that are 

included in the border carbon adjustment system. 

 

A unilateral non-biased trade policy would be more efficient than a BCA, according to 

Shapiro’s model, but could be hard to implement for the same reasons that Shapiro lays out 

as the sources of its existence. Domestic industry would lobby hard against a non-biased 

policy because it would damage the competitiveness of domestic firms manufacturing 

downstream goods, as it would increase the price of the inputs for domestic industry and 

simultaneously lower the price and barriers for imports competing with their outputs. 

Unbiased trade policy would also have the same problem as a BCA of having possible unfair 

effects towards developing countries, as their outputs are usually more upstream and 

emissions-intensive.  

 

6. Challenges of the CBAM 
 

In the literature, the main challenges for the CBAM beyond the limited ability to tackle 

carbon leakage are the administrative complexity, compliance with the WTO rules and the 

political risks from shifting cost burden to other countries. This section discusses these 

challenges and the ways that the Commission’s proposal tries to alleviate them. 

 

6.1 Complexity 

 

A serious challenge with the CBAM is its complexity. The administrative difficulties in 

assessing the carbon contents of imports and the price value of non-price-based policies of 

other countries are a significant hurdle to overcome. 

 

In order to price the carbon on the border, imports have to declare their embedded carbon 

content. In a world of limited carbon accounting and transparency, this is a challenge 

especially in countries where such accounting hasn’t taken place before. Foreign companies 

could also have incentives to cheat in order to pay a smaller carbon tariff. To address this 

issue of asymmetric information between the policy maker and foreign industry, the CBAM 

will have a penalty system for importers submitting false information similar to that of the 
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ETS. Though the penalty doesn’t directly threaten the producers, it can incentivize importers 

to demand honest carbon accounting from the producers. 

 

The scope of the CBAM is also a critical factor for the administrative difficulty. Carbon 

accounting would be much harder, if the system would be applied to downstream goods with 

long and international supply chains, as the importer would have to report the emissions for 

all the producers in the chain. Because of this reason, the CBAM (at least in the beginning) 

will only consider simpler upstream goods for which the accounting is relatively simple, as 

they do not have complex inputs for which to consider the embedded carbon. 

 

Literature also considers the complications in compensating imports for a carbon price paid 

in the producer country. Importers should be compensated, so that they do not end up being 

taxed twice. If the producer country has a carbon pricing scheme in place, the compensation 

can simply happen by subtracting the paid carbon price from the tariff that has to be paid. If 

there are non-price-based policies such as efficiency standards or clean energy portfolio 

standards, the compensation becomes more complex, as it requires determining a carbon 

price value equivalent to those policies. Cosbey et al. (2019) recommend not considering 

non-price-based policies, as the effect on production costs can be nontransparent and as the 

policies do not actually price the carbon emissions. In the Commission’s proposal this 

element is in fact ignored and the system only offers reimbursement for actual carbon pricing 

schemes in other countries. 

 

6.2 Legal concerns 

 

Mehling (2019) goes over the general risks of noncompliance that BCAs may face with WTO 

rules, specifically the articles of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). It has 

two non-discrimination constraints important for a BCA and a useful environmental 

exception. 

 

Article I contains the “most-favored nation treatment” constraint. According to it, imports 

from a country have to get equal treatment to products from every other country. Problems 

arise if certain countries with stricter climate regulations are not exempted for the price that 

their products already paid in the production country. This shouldn’t be a problem, as the 

CBAM is applied to all countries uniformly and it only considers other countries’ carbon 
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prices and regulations. Also, not all discrimination is prohibited, as it’s possible under the 

1979 Enabling Clause to give beneficial treatment to the least developed countries. The 

treatment has to be beneficial in a way that truly helps the developing country, for example, 

earmarked revenues from the BCA. (Mehling, 2019) 

 

Article III defines the “national treatment” constraint that prohibits applying stricter rules to 

foreign products. It has separate rules for taxes and for regulations, from which the EU chose 

the easier one: regulation. If the CBAM would be set as a tax, taxes or charges couldn’t be 

stricter to imports than those faced by similar products produced domestically and the taxes 

couldn’t be applied in a way that benefits some domestic producers over the imports. The 

CBAM inevitably discriminates as it is designed to do regarding different emissions levels, so 

the risk of violating this constraint would be great. (Mehling, 2019) 

 

EU chose the easier form and shaped the CBAM more like a regulation. In this case, 

discrimination is only an issue, if it can be proved that an adverse effect is due to the origin of 

the import (Mehling, 2019). When imports are judged by the actual emissions of production, 

this shouldn’t be an issue. If the emissions can’t be determined, the system will use default 

values based on the average emissions-intensity of the producers of the same good in the 

same country. If that value cannot be determined, the CBAM will use the emissions-intensity 

of the worst performing 10% in the producers of the same product in the EU. (European 

Commission, 2021) However, these conditions are due to the ability of the installation to 

provide the data, not the country of origin, which means that there is no prohibited 

discrimination. 

 

There would likely be WTO difficulties also with the export rebate part of a BCA, as it can 

be seen as a prohibited subsidy, and it wouldn’t improve the CBAM’s emissions reductions 

(Mehling, 2019). Probably for this very reason the CBAM proposal doesn’t include a rebate 

or an exemption system of any kind. The CBAM will also only apply to the portion of 

emissions that are no longer receiving free allocation of allowances in the EU. This also 

ensures that the old system doesn’t offer unfair subsidies.  

 

If either of the constraints above are violated, there may still be a way out with the 

environmental exceptions of Article XX for necessary measures that protect exhaustible 

natural resources or the lives of humans, animals, or plants. Climate change passes for a 
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cause worthy of either exception, but it still requires that the CBAM actually addresses the 

problem, that is, reduces emissions. (Mehling, 2019) The initial form of the CBAM includes 

some of the sectors most at risk of carbon leakage, which makes proving the prevented 

carbon leakage more possible. The CBAM can also decrease emissions by extending the 

carbon pricing incentives to other countries. Increasing coverage to sectors less at risk poses 

the risk that the environmental exception is no longer usable. 

  

In addition to the issues raised above, Mehling (2019) has two important considerations for a 

BCA system: the use of revenues and the duration of the system’s existence. According to 

Mehling, the EU should consider using revenues only for running and developing the system 

and for helping with sustainable development in developing countries. This would also 

improve the case for Article XX, as the revenues could increase the CBAM’s emissions 

reductions in the developing world.  

 

This is so far not the direction that the CBAM has taken, as it plans to use the revenues not 

only for running the system but for other EU expenses, although the NextGenerationEU fund 

is partly directed towards green investment which could reduce emissions. (European 

Commission, 2021). Also, even though the Commission’s proposal only directs funds to the 

EU budget, it doesn’t mean that the EU budget wouldn’t act in projects that help developing 

countries. 

 

Mehling also recommends the system to be built to be a temporary measure, as a complex 

and costly BCA is not a desirable mechanism to be in place forever and is only meant for 

compensating the gap in the climate policies of different countries. If the world climate action 

would converge, the CBAM would be no longer necessary. This argument also supports the 

revenue use recommendation, as using the revenues for other EU activities could create a 

budgetary dependence on the CBAM, making it more permanent. Luckily, at least the 

recovery fund is not a permanent policy. 

 

Overall, the Commission’s CBAM design has made some crucial design choices for 

addressing some of the main legal issues that Mehling (2019) highlights. These include 

choosing the structure of a regulation instead of a tax and excluding the rebate system. Apart 

from the issue with revenue use and not offering direct ways to compensate developing 

countries, the CBAM seems to have addressed most legal concerns and to be designed to 
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minimize WTO risks. There will still always be some level of legal uncertainty with the 

GATT and only time will tell if the system holds against it. 

 

6.3 Politics 
 

The CBAM represents a big change in climate policy. Compared to the current system of the 

ETS combined with free allocations, the CBAM shifts the cost burden of emissions 

reductions to middle income and developing countries by expanding carbon pricing to their 

exports to the EU and by affecting the terms-of-trade against them (Böhringer et al., 2012). 

This has especially negative implications to the developing countries that rely on exporting 

the downstream goods covered by the CBAM (Böhringer et al., 2012, Böhringer et al., 2018). 

As the EU is aiming to be climate leader and to inspire other countries to climate action, it is 

crucial for the EU to play its cards right in international politics. Failing to do so creates risks 

in the form of trade retaliation or even threatened climate cooperation (Marcu et al., 2020).  

  

The controversy of extending carbon pricing to the developing world relates to the question 

of fairness and international climate justice. As the rich industrialized countries are 

responsible for most of historical emissions, as they are net importers of emissions intensive 

goods, and as the impacts of climate change are estimated to hit the developing countries the 

hardest (King and Harrington, 2018) the rich world is expected to take much more 

responsibility. The EU itself has highlighted the importance of a just transition in the 

European Green Deal (European Commission, 2019). The idea often focuses on fairness 

inside countries but can be extrapolated to fairness between countries as well. 

 

Part of the CBAM’s purpose is to create political leverage and pressure for more aggressive 

climate action in other countries (Mehling, 2019). For this so happen, it will be crucial how 

the EU sells the idea of the CBAM outside of its borders or if it ends up perceived as a 

protectionist policy designed to extract economic rents. Much depends on the success of EU 

diplomacy and the reactions of trading partners, but there are ways for alleviating the risks. 

 

One way to alleviate the adverse effects would be to transfer some of the CBAM revenues 

back to the poorest or hardest hit countries. The simulations by Balistreri et al. (2019) show 

that even redirecting all the revenues to developing countries wouldn’t be enough to 
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compensate for the inequality widening effect of the tariff, but they would mitigate it 

somewhat. As we saw in the previous section, the revenue sharing could also enforce the 

CBAM’s durability against the GATT, if the revenues were to be used in a way that reduces 

emissions in the developing countries. The EU could also actively work against trading 

partners to create emissions trading systems that are linkable with the EU. After all, building 

climate policy towards a larger uniform carbon pricing scheme would be the ideal outcome 

from the economics point of view, as it would let the EU eventually retire the 

administratively heavy CBAM. Linked carbon pricing schemes would also lower 

administrative load, as the imports from them wouldn’t have to be priced at the border. 

 

The Commission’s proposal doesn’t directly include plans for any action against the cost 

shifting and unfairness concerns. The revenues are planned to be used for the CBAM’s 

operation and other EU spending, not directly to compensating other countries. One step 

towards a fairer system might be the exclusion of the rebate mechanism from the CBAM, as 

it signals how the purpose of the CBAM is mostly environmental and how it’s meant to drive 

emissions reductions in trade partners instead of being a protectionist policy. The rebate 

would do little for emissions reductions but help the domestic industry with their 

competitiveness in foreign markets. 

 

Of course, the CBAM also has a domestic political element. The EU’s ambitious climate 

policy is a hot topic and the populistic parties opposing it have become a staple of European 

politics. The generous free allocations of allowances and the CBAM could both be seen as 

motivated by concerns over the political popularity of unilateral climate action. Beyond the 

real risk of carbon leakage, the EU might want to push for more protection to affirm its 

citizens that climate policy doesn’t hurt their living standards and to maintain the possibility 

for future climate action. 

 

Industry lobbying is surely another force impacting these policies. With anti-carbon-leakage 

regulation there is an issue with asymmetric information. The policy maker doesn’t have 

information over the true relocation risk and the industry has the incentives to push for more 

protection than they need. Compared to free allocation the CBAM is less generous, as it 

doesn’t offer windfall profits or an export rebate. In the foreign markets, EU producers will in 

fact be worse off under the CBAM, as there they will face the carbon price differential. 
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7. Conclusions 
 

This literature review offers an overview of the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism 

(CBAM) proposed by the European Commission and how it addresses the challenges 

discussed by earlier literature of such systems. 

 

The CBAM removes the carbon price differential for a handful of upstream goods in the EU 

market by setting a carbon tariff on imports. It does not include a rebate system to 

compensate the carbon price for EU exports, most likely because of legal and political 

concerns. The CBAM is meant to combat the main issue with the EU ETS, which is that the 

domestic producers in the EU face a higher carbon price than many of their foreign 

competitors, which creates the risk of carbon leakage. Though empirical studies have not yet 

found evidence of carbon leakage having occurred, the rising ETS prices and the will to 

remove free allocation can increase this risk in the future.  

 

Carbon leakage literature identifies two main channels of harmful carbon leakage: the 

competitiveness channel and the energy price channel. The former is partly addressed by the 

CBAM, as it levels the playing field in terms of carbon pricing in the EU markets but not the 

foreign markets. The CBAM isn’t capable of addressing the latter. The system can also 

reduce emissions outside the EU by expanding the carbon price to trading partners and by 

providing them incentives for setting up carbon pricing schemes. 

 

Besides carbon leakage, the CBAM faces administrative, legal, and political challenges.  

The administrative challenge is in determining the emissions of imports and preventing 

cheating by foreign firms. The CBAM eases it by initially including only simple upstream 

goods and by including penalties for submitting false carbon information. The CBAM also 

has to abide by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). This is made more 

likely by designing the CBAM as a regulation instead of a tax and by excluding the rebate 

system. Thirdly, the CBAM can face international opposition or even trade retaliation 

because it shifts the cost burden of the ETS to other countries and hurts developing countries. 

Literature has recommended using a tariff lower than the domestic carbon price and 

transferring some of the revenues back to trading partners, but the proposed CBAM hasn’t 

included either of these. The exclusion of the rebate can help alleviate this problem but apart 
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from that the Commission hasn’t yet included any drastic measures to address the 

international political aspect. 

 

In a world where the first-best solution – global uniform carbon pricing – isn’t feasible, 

unilateral carbon pricing with a BCA is seen as a second-best solution. It is an upgrade to the 

inefficient free allowance system, as it allows cost pass-through for the carbon price in the 

EU market. It also partly addresses the issue of environmentally biased trade policy, though 

there should be further discussion of addressing the issue more widely.  

 

However, literature does recommend it to be only a temporary fix to the carbon price 

differential existing between the EU and other areas, because it is a very complex and 

burdensome system. In an ideal world, climate policy around the world would harmonize and 

there would be no need for the CBAM. In fact, the system does build towards this, as it 

spreads carbon accounting and the incentives for establishing carbon pricing schemes. 

 

The proposal is also just that, a proposal, which means that some of the concerns could be 

addressed later in the legislative process. Now that a detailed proposal is out, simulations can 

be made to examine the effects that such a system could have. Further research into the 

proposed CBAM is needed to guide the legislative process. 
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